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Abstract 
 

The research was conducted at PT CPC  using qualitative research methodology. It 
focused on group discussion to identify problem statements and analyst selling data 
to make an inventory distribution model strategy. The aims are to determine whether 
decision table could be implemented in the current situation in PT CPC, and the 
combination method between decision table and inventory turnover ratio indicator 
can solve PT CPC problem.The results find that a simple decision table is hard to be 
implemented due to the complexity of the problem. However, the combination of 
the decision table with an indicator of inventory can be used as a solution to the 
problem at PT CPC.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to Khan, inventory is an important indicator [1][2]. In every company, it should represent the stocks 
available of the raw materials, the work-in-process for the items and the finished goods of the company, so it meets 
customers’ orders. Uncertain high demand, various product, and customer service indicator of the pressure level of 
the managers to increase inventory in the company. Thus, the company needs to know about the inventory condition 
and inventory turnover ratio.  

According to C. Madhusudhana Rao and K. Prahlada Rao, inventory is one of the critical aspects of the company 
[3]. However, stated that the successful inventory investment could also be measured by inventory turnover ratio [4]. 
The turnover of inventory is a ratio of the cost of goods sold to the indicator of inventory average level. It measures 
the number of times when the product is sold or replaced in a period. Usually, the company has a period of the 
company to evaluate the inventory. It is to know about the status of inventory. This is one of the measures for the 
company to stabilize the inventory. The metric generally used to measure the performance of the company’s 
operational is Inventory turnover ratio. Since the inventory turnover ratio is also scaled inventory to sales, it might 
be used to evaluate the progress performance over time by comparing the inventory performance.A high turnover 
ratio indicates efficient management of inventory. For example, the stock sold faster compare to the amount of 
average of inventory in stock. Therefore, a low turnover ratio may indicate an inefficient of inventory management.  

The inventory turnover ratio became a successful indicator of the selling process in each store [4]. Inventory 
turnover ratio makes the management easier to make the decision.  The inventory turnover ratio combined with 
decision table makes management easily see the potential area to grow as well.  The complex decision is because of 
the combination of many store location and types of inventory items [5][6][7]. Similarly, agreed that the inventory 
turnover ratio was one of the measurement indicators to measure the number of times inventory sale in the company 
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[3]. The inventory turnover ratio was a common measure of the operational efficiency of the company in managing 
the assets. Minimizing inventory reduces costs. Hence, it improves the profitability performance of the company. 
Ideally, the inventory turnover ratio should be calculated as units are sold and divided into available units. 

    PT CPC is a distributor of Kawasaki motorcycle in Cikarang, West Java. It distributes Kawasaki motorcycle to 
several locations in Indonesia. It receives the inventory of motorcycle directly from the Kawasaki manufacturer. 
Moreover, the sales regulation from manufacturer keeps changing time to time, with the new regulation of Kawasaki 
motorcycle; it faces difficulty in following the regulation.  Then, the unsold inventory or dead stock in distributor 
branches also becomes the main problem due to improper inventory distribution. Improper inventory delivery of 
motorcycle in a distributor branch causes a different amount of inventory with another branch. To move the 
inventory from one branch to another branch will cost money and time.  The other problem is PT CPC can not 
request certain numbers of motorcycles. The manufacturer will deliver certain numbers of motorcycles based on 
regulation of manufacturer. This is about the difficult condition in PT CPC to identify the number of inventory and 
type of motorcycle that should deliver to the stores. However, the management wants to grow the business by 
opening another store at several locations and strategic decision method to support daily operation due to sales 
strategy of the manufacturer. For example, a manufacturer of Kawasaki motorcycle will deliver 60 units every 
month, and the quantity keeps changing.  

User group discussion is used to identify the problem of inventory delivery before. Currently, there is no guidance 
on inventory delivery. It is only by request.  The wrong inventory delivery can happen and create an idle of 
inventory (takes a long time to sell the inventory).  Relocation cost due to idle inventory also happens.  Thus, it 
needs the proper strategy to reduce unnecessary cost and improve sales profit for the company to develop. 

One of the suggested strategies is a decision table with inventory turnover ratio. It is a combination of decision 
table and inventory turnover ratio. The combination can make PT CPC make the decision for inventory delivery and 
also can be used to control sales turnover speed.  If management decides to choose aggressive sales than 
management, it can increase the inventory turnover ratio. The indirect impact to PT CPC is company profit.  By 
using the decision table with inventory turnover ratio management, it can see where is the potential store that needs 
to be developed in the future. 

 Next, this research has two aims. First, it is to find out whether decision table could be implemented in the 
current situation in PT CPC. Second, it is to see whether decision table with inventory turnover ratio indicator can 
solve the problem.The researchers also use a decision table, the decision table was an easy and simple method that 
could be implemented in daily activities and informal design. The practice of the decision table has led to many 
types of extensions and interpretations. According to Yuhua Qian, J Liang, D Li decision table could be used for 
performance measurement [8]. Meanwhile, according to Karel Dejaeger, Jan Vanthienen and Bart Baesens, and Jose 
J. Castro-Sanchez, L. Jimenez, Juan Moreno, and Luis Rodriquez, decision table consists of four quadrants area and 
is separated by vertical and horizontal lines [7][9]. The example can be seen in Table 1. 

 

TABLE 1 
DECISION TABLE SAMPLE 

Weight 
Boy 

<30 Kgs 
Boy 

30Kgs ≥ 
Girl 

<30Kgs 
Girl 

30Kgs≥ 

Reject X   X 
Accept  X X  

 
 
The explanation from Table 1, the rules are as follows.  
Reject if the boy’s weight <30kgs 
Accept if the boy’s weight ≥30kgs 
Accept if the girl’s weight <30kgs 
Reject if the girl’s weight ≥30kgs 
 

Table 1 is the standard decision table sample with a very simple option, it will be used to solve a simple problem 
such as for the example shown above for boy selection with the weight 30 kgs above, for girl selection with the 
below 30kgs.  However, with this model is not possible to use to solve PT. CPC problem.Therefore, the combination 
model of the decision table and inventory turnover ratio indicator can solve the PT. CPC problem. 
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II.  METHODS 

 

Figure 1 Research Design 

O’Brien, Ilene B.Harris, Thomas J.Beckman, Darcy A.Reed, and David A.Cook stated that the research design 
was very important [10]. The proper design made a  good result as said by Elliot et.al [10][11]. Thus, this research 
uses the qualitative method to identify PT CPC  problem, design a suitable model forthe solutions. The research 
design is in Figure 1. 

According to O'Brien, Ilene B.Harris, Thomas J.Beckman, Darcy A.Reed, and David A.Cook, data collection 
and data analysis are the important processes linking the research question to the conclusion [10]. Twining, Heller, 
Nussbaum, and Tsai also Allison Tong, P Sainsbury, and J Craig stated similar thing [12][13]. In this research, it 
uses three-year motorcycle sale records and types of motorcycle sold in each location.  By having this sale data, it is 
easy to make a proper analysis. 

There are several steps in the qualitative research, the frist is Focus Group Discussion(FGD) from the FGD 
comeout with the problem statements, the problem found such as unpredictable motorcycle types receive from the 
manufacture and unidentify the quantity of stock from each type, no clear management strategy regarding turnover 
inventory ratio. The management as part of the FGD member is to getthe high level (strategic) problem and future 
startegic growth of the company,  however, the operational and the sales FGD team isto identify the opeartional 
level problem.  

The second, beside the FGD, another part process is analys multiyear sales data, the data used to make a 
formulation of turnover inventory ratio.  The combination between decition table and the formulation turnover 
inventory ratio, it makes a model to solve the problem,  however, the new model need to validate to be sured can be 
used as a solving problem model.  The simulation process as part of the validation model conducted in the store and 
the result of the simulation as the validation model reviewed by the representative team (the management team and 
the operational team).At the end of the simulation model validation result show that the model can be used to solve 
PT. CPC problem. 

III. RESULTS 

The qualitative method is used to find the cause of the problem. The sales report from PT CPC gives clear 
information about the problem.  Data of sales from April 2011 to March 2013 are used. The management of PT CPC 
also informs the plans to develop sales for the next two years see Figure 2. The management wants to develop the 
business by opening a new branch at several locations. Figure 2 shows the fluctuation of sales activities. It describes 
the percentage of a model of the motorcycle which is sold. It is also a comparative history of monthly sales data 

Decision Table with Inventory 
Turnover Ratio Indicator 

Group Discussion 

Data Analysis 
Problem 

statements 

Model Design  

Multi Years Sales 
Data 

Model Simulation 



 

about motorcycle sale from 2011 to 2013.It can be seen that February 2013 has the highest sales. Meanwhile, 
December 2011 is the lowest sales.
right decision of delivery of motorcycle inventory to the store.  The combination of decision table and inventory 
indicator ratio makes a method which can be used as a distribution strategy. It is by combining decision table to 
minimize improper inventory delivery to the store. 
unnecessary cost like inventory relocation cost fro
inventory item.  

Figure 2 shows the sales by month from April 2011 until March 2013.The graphics transaction show very 
dynamic transaction and the company need inventory strategy to minimize the 
operational cost and future enhancement of sales. The problems were happened by seeing the below in Figure 3 for 
0% and 1% of product sold in Q1 2013 but in fact, the product exists and after an internal investigation by 
management found that there are several canceled orders because of unavailability product at the store, however, the 
available stock at other store location.

Thereafter having the required information and combining it in decision table with inventory turnov
helps management and user to run the business. The operation can perform the business easily after management has 
decided by using the inventory turnover ratio indicator.

A decision table with inventory turnover ratio 
the decisionregarding delivery inventory to the right store
delivered to the store and improve the profit
in Store A, B, and C.  

 

 

Ninja RR 
250 CC

58%

SALES BY PRODUCTS Q1 2013
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about motorcycle sale from 2011 to 2013.It can be seen that February 2013 has the highest sales. Meanwhile, 
December 2011 is the lowest sales. The sales fluctuate month to month. This information is important to make the 
right decision of delivery of motorcycle inventory to the store.  The combination of decision table and inventory 

d which can be used as a distribution strategy. It is by combining decision table to 
inventory delivery to the store. The indirect impact of the distribution strategy is the reduction of 

unnecessary cost like inventory relocation cost from one store to another store and minimization of the dead 

Figure 2 shows the sales by month from April 2011 until March 2013.The graphics transaction show very 
dynamic transaction and the company need inventory strategy to minimize the dead inventory that may raise the 
operational cost and future enhancement of sales. The problems were happened by seeing the below in Figure 3 for 
0% and 1% of product sold in Q1 2013 but in fact, the product exists and after an internal investigation by 

anagement found that there are several canceled orders because of unavailability product at the store, however, the 
available stock at other store location. 

Thereafter having the required information and combining it in decision table with inventory turnov
helps management and user to run the business. The operation can perform the business easily after management has 
decided by using the inventory turnover ratio indicator. 

decision table with inventory turnover ratio is to solve the problemin PT CPC. By using 
delivery inventory to the right store, and the quantity of inventory

the profit. Table 2 shows the decision table with inventory turnove

Figure 2 Multi Year Sales Data 

 

 

Figure 3 Data of Sales Group by Products 
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about motorcycle sale from 2011 to 2013.It can be seen that February 2013 has the highest sales. Meanwhile, 
The sales fluctuate month to month. This information is important to make the 

right decision of delivery of motorcycle inventory to the store.  The combination of decision table and inventory 
d which can be used as a distribution strategy. It is by combining decision table to 

The indirect impact of the distribution strategy is the reduction of 
m one store to another store and minimization of the dead 

Figure 2 shows the sales by month from April 2011 until March 2013.The graphics transaction show very 
dead inventory that may raise the 

operational cost and future enhancement of sales. The problems were happened by seeing the below in Figure 3 for 
0% and 1% of product sold in Q1 2013 but in fact, the product exists and after an internal investigation by 

anagement found that there are several canceled orders because of unavailability product at the store, however, the 

Thereafter having the required information and combining it in decision table with inventory turnover ratio, it 
helps management and user to run the business. The operation can perform the business easily after management has 

PT CPC. By using it, PT CPC can make 
inventory and model of motorcycle 

he decision table with inventory turnover ratio template 
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The description for the template table, the number of goods sold for the item of motorcycle mentioned in Store 
A is nA.  Meanwhile, the goods sold in Store B, C and D are nB, NC, and D respectively. Moreover, NBA is a 
number of initial inventory inStore A.  For initial inventory, Store B is brand Store C is nbC. Then nbD is for Store 
D. Meanwhile, NEA is a number of last in Store A. Thus, neB is a number of last inventory in Store B, is a number 
of last inventory in Store C and neD is a number of last inventory in Store D is. 

TABLE 2 
THE DECISION TABLE WITH INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIO TEMPLATE 

 Inventory <Inventory Name> 
 Beginning Ending nA nB nC nD 
       

Store A nbA neA nAITR    
Store B nbB neB  nBITR   
Store C nbC neC   nCITR  
Store D nbD neD    nDITR 

… … … … … … … 
       

ITR Indicator nITR nITR nITR … 

Reject nAITR < nITR nBITR ≥ nITR nCITR ≥ … 

   nITR  
Accept & % Delivery  n% n% … 

 
Furthermore, ITR is inventory turnover ratio that is set by management. It can be used by management to speed 

up the sales revenue. Thus, nitrate is inventory turnover ratio.  Then, nAITR is the inventory turnover ratio in Store 
A. For Store B, it is bitter, Store C is nCITR and Store D is DTR. The calculation of nAITR/nBITR/NCR/nDITR 
comes from a total number of goods sold divided by average inventory in Store A, B, C,and D. The equations are as 
follows. 

����� =
��		

((�������)/�)
    (1) 

����� =
��		

((�������)/�)
    (2) 

����� =
��		

((�������)/�)
    (3) 

����� =
��		

((�������)/�)
    (4) 

 
Then, theoptions for rejection or acceptance are as follows. 

If nAITR <nITR than REJECTED else ACCEPTED 
If nBITR < nITR than REJECTED else ACCEPTED, 
If nCITR < nITR than REJECTED else ACCEPTED. 
If nDITR < nITR than REJECTED else ACCEPTED. 

 
For the formula can be said that if inventory turnover ratio for the inventory in the certain stories below the 

inventory turnover ratio from the target of management, the store will not receive for the new inventory. Meanwhile, 
If inventory ratio equals or is above inventory turnover ratio from the target of management then the store will 
receive new inventory. The decision table with inventory indicator makes management in PT CPC easy to set up the 
sales turnover. Moreover, Beatriz Recio et.al, Eduardo Natividade-Jesus et al, and Jose J. Castro-Sanchez et.al said 
the decision table based on the computer could be used as a solution [14] [15] [7].  

This research uses two examples model to simulation implementation in analyzing two models of a motorcycle 
with decision table with inventory turnover ratio to show the method that may apply to a business that helps 
management in making decisions. The 2 simulation implementation models represented 2 inventory turnover 
strategies that may decide in the early business year. 

The simulation for the model as an example for Kawasaki Ninja RR. Table 3 shows the decision table with 
moderate inventory turnover ratio (see score 2 at ITR Indicator in Table 3) for Kawasaki Ninja RR. 
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The number of goods sold in Store A is two units of Kawasaki Ninja RR. Meanwhile, the number of goods sold 
in Store B aretwounitsand Store C is eight units.  The number of goods sold in Store D is one Kawasaki Ninja RR.   
For Store A, the initial inventory of Kawasaki Ninja RR is two and the last inventory is five.  Then, it is three and 
four for the initial and last inventory respectively in Store B.  Meanwhile, Store C has a unit as the initial inventory 
and two units as the last inventory.  The initial inventory of Kawasaki Ninja RR is four and the last inventory is 
three for Store D. Moreover, the inventory turnover ratio of Store A is 1, Store B is 4, and Store C is 16.For Store D, 
it has no inventory turnover ratio. Next, inventory turnover ratio set by the management two.It can mean that the 
management chose the unaggressive selling strategy.   

TABLE 3 
DECISION TABLE SIMULATION WITH INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIO FOR KAWASAKI NINJA RR 

 Inventory Kawasaki Ninja RR 
 Initial Last 2 2 8 1 

Store A 2 5 1    
Store B 3 4  4   
Store C 1 2   16  
Store D 4 3    0 

ITR Indicator 2 2 2 2 
Reject Reject  Reject  
Accept & % Delivery  20%  80% 

 
The result of the decision table will show to PT CPC  as a distributor that it should not deliver Kawasaki Ninja 

RR to Store A and StoreD. It can be said that performance of Store A and Store D is below the target. 
Store B will receive 20% of the inventory of Kawasaki Ninja RR from PT CPC. For example, if the 

manufacturer decides to deliver 100 units of Kawasaki Ninja RR to PT CPC, it means Store B will receive 20 units 
of Kawasaki Ninja RR.  Meanwhile, Store C will receive 80% of the inventory of Kawasaki Ninja RR from PT 
CPC. If the manufacturer delivers 100 units of Kawasaki Ninja RR to PT CPC, Store C gets 80. 

The second implementation simulation example method by choosing  Kawasaki EDGE product and use more 
aggressive turnover indicator by changing the ITR Indicator into 4 (see the ITR Indicator score at Table 4).  

TABLE 4 
DECISION TABLE SIMULATION WITH INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIO FOR KAWASAKI EDGE 

 Inventory Kawasaki EDGE 
 Initial Last 1 1 10 5 

Store A 2 5 1    
Store B 2 4  1   
Store C 1 2   20  
Store D 1 2    10 

ITR Indicator  4 4 4 4 
Reject  Reject Reject   

Accept &% Delivery    67% 33% 

 
The number of good sold in Store A and Store B is a unit of Kawasaki Ninja RR.  Store C sells ten units and 

Store D is five units.   
The initial inventory of EDGE is two and the last inventory is given Store A.  It is two and four for the initial and 

last inventory respectively in Store B.  Then, Store C has a unit as the initial inventory and two units as the last 
inventory.  For Store D, the initial inventory for Kawasaki EDGE is a unit, and the last inventory is two units. 
Moreover, the inventory turnover ratio of Store A and Store B is 1, Store C is 20, and Store C is 16.The inventory 
turnover ratio Store D is 10. Management has decided more aggressive strategy in selling Kawasaki EDGE than 
Kawasaki Ninja RR. Therefore, the inventory turnover is four. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The result shows that performance of Store A and Store B in selling Kawasaki EDGE does not achieve the 
target.The performance of the stores is below management requirement.  However, Store C will receive 67% of 
Kawasaki Edge and Store D will get 33%. The presumption of the manufacturer will deliver the inventory of 
motorcycle Kawasaki EDGE 100 units to the distributor (PT CPC), 67 units will be delivered to Store C, and 33 
units of motorcycle Kawasaki EDGE will be for Store D by PT CPC. 
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Therefore, the combination of decision table with inventory turnover ratio is a very useful method to solve issues 
in PT CPC in delivering an inventory of motorcycle. Besides that, the management can easily decide to deliver the 
inventory to the right location. It also can help PT CPC to improve the sales target by increasing inventory turnover 
indicator. The last, management can easily grow the business by looking at the highest turnover ratio indicator for 
each store or location.  Thus, decision table with inventory turnover ratio still needs to be improved for future 
flexibilities for other complex cases. For example, the cases that require another variable like motorcycle spare part 
that has different justification in business. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

PT CPC is one of Kawasaki motorcycle distributors. In Indonesia, it distributes motorcycle for several stores in 
several cities.  As a distributor, it receives the motorcycle inventory directly from the manufacturer. However, the 
manufacturer always improves the sales strategy without informing the distributor. The inventory of manufacturer 
and inventory delivery become pressure to PT CPC.  Therefore, it has a problem with inventory distribution 
strategy. 

The researchers found that adjusted decision table with inventory turnover indicator become an effective 
decision tool that makes management control the inventory and improves sales easily. The research also implies that 
PT CPC needs to improve the operational activities, especially for delivery inventory. It can be done by decision 
table with inventory turnover indicator. It makes operational can take direct decision for delivery and the number of 
items to be delivered.  Besides that, PT CPC can also speed up the sales process because of proper inventory 
delivery to the store and reduce unnecessary cost due to improper delivery inventory items. 

The implication for education is the adjustment of the decision table. It gives more flexibility of decision table to 
solve the more complex problem rather than the simple decision table that can only solve the simple. Thus, decision 
table with inventory turnover ratio can also be used for future business growth by seeing the highest inventory 
turnover indicator store.The limitation of this research is the solution where the solution is only for the specific 
purpose, and to generalize the model need to future research.  The improvement of the respondent required to see the 
other problem and another kind of business. 
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